System Integrated Engineering Tool

MPE720 Ver.7

What if it were possible to design all kinds of products with just
a single software program?
Everyone who designs systems must have asked this question.
With a view to making this possibility a reality, MPE720 Ver.7
offers a seamless engineering environment for entire machine
systems based on the concept of “All-in-One Engineering.”
By achieving it all and achieving it all on its own, MPE720 Ver.7
has created a new development style.
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Problem

Difficult to remember so
many tools for starting up
or debugging systems.
Tools for
setup

I need a different tool for
each application, and
it’ s hard for me to recall
how each tool works.

Tools for
programming

Tools for
servo drives

Problem

If you’re struggling
with a mountain of
problems:

There are so many names
and numbers for different
models that I can’ t
remember which is which.

MPE720 Ver.7
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Power
supply

CPU

Module

Module Module

Problem

System Integrated Engineering Tool

Complicated to register the
units as well as the many axes in
a large-scale system.

Slow and tedious to set up
and make adjustments of
multi-axis systems.

MPE720 Ver.7: Solution to your problems! Solution
Easy

All-in-one tool combines all
engineering tools for many
applications. No

need to

Optimized development platform

with all-in- one engineering.

learn how to use each of them.

▶For details,

refer to
pages
8 and 9.

Smooth

▶For details,

refer to
page 10.

Speedy

In the past, different engineering tools were
required for different applications such as
setup, programming, and motion, and this
made it all the more necessary to learn
about each one and have training in
operating them all. With the MPE720, the
whole engineering environment is
integrated so that all kinds of products can
be engineered in a single environment.

Total system, from controller to servo
drives, is automatically set up.
It takes a lot of time and effort to register all the
units when large-scale systems are involved or
to register all the axes when a large number of
servo drive axes are involved.
The MPE720 comes with an automatic setting
function called self - configuration in order to
save time and effort in establishing these
settings. By using self-configuration, an entire
system from its controller to the servo drives
can be set up automatically. This can also be
accomplished from the Machine Controller itself.

refer to
page 12.

Optional Modules

Servo drive

Inverter

I/O unit

Quick & Easy adjustment of
more than one axis at the same time.

▶For details,

Easy system setup!

It’ s true that the setup and adjustment
t i m e re q u i re d p e r a x i s h a s b e e n
reduced as axis adjustment functions
have evolved, but it can still be a
problem when many axes are involved.
The MPE720 enables a multiple number
of axes to be adjusted using a new
multiple-window system. Multiple axes
are set up and adjusted in parallel so
the number of hours spent at startup or
during maintenance can be slashed.

Enhanced efficiency
with simultaneous adjustment.

Significant reduction
in total time spent
Setup of first axis

Setup of second axis

Setup of third axis
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Each axis has its own address,

Problem so we need many

different
addresses for programming, and

I have to constantly refer to the manual.
First axis:
+1234 from
starting address
Second axis:
+2468 from
starting address
Let’ s see, what was the address
for servo ON for the second axis?

Problem

If you’re struggling
with a mountain of
problems:

The types and amounts of data are
insufficient for completely

monitoring the entire equipment.

Shrinkage
Mg
fitting
adhesion
Magnetization
How can I prevent sudden
line stops?

We’ re exporting systems. I’ m

Problem worried about the risk of pirated

versions and unauthorized use of
our know-how.
Pirated system
Genuine system
Pirated system

Pirated system

Unauthorized
appropriation
of know-how

System Integrated Engineering Tool

MPE720 Ver.7
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MPE720 Ver.7: Solution to your problems! Solution
Speedy

Intuitive programming without
need for a manual

▶For details,

refer to
page 17.

Monitoring

NEW

Drag & drop section of programs to turn on
servomotors or clear alarms

The axis variables involved with a PLC usually
differ from system to system, because the
starting address is set for each unit. This
meant that when creating the program, it was
necessary to constantly consult the manual,
thus stalling all efforts to improve the efficiency
of programming.
To make programming easier, the MPE 720
enables drag & drop operations from lists. This
is how programming can be said to be easier.

Use servos

as sensors to increase
useful data for monitoring,
perform preventive maintenance, and
monitor aged deterioration.
There were not enough types and amounts of data to
monitor an entire equipment. To solve this problem,
Yaskawa has expanded the amount of sensing and
logging data in its products so that the status of production equipment can be monitored using the MPE720
based on changes in the behavior of servo drive axes
without requiring the installation of additional sensors.

Logging
file
Sensing data of
AC servo drive

Machine Controller
Series

When a failure occurs,

changes in data can
be used to identify
the cause.

Magnetization

Mg adhesion

Changes into
Mg adhesion

Shrinkage fitting
▶For details,

Defect
Occurs

refer to
page 23.

Safe

Data fluctuations when
faults occur can be
used identify causes

Robust security for anti-piracy
protection.

▶For details,

refer to
page 26.

As exports overseas expand, there is the
growing concern about the possibility of the
unauthorized appropriation of your company’ s
know-how. How to protect the applications that
are at the very heart of systems control and that
constitute the essence of your know - how
becomes the real challenge. In order to protect
the know - how you have accumulated, the
MPE 720 incorporates some robust security
functions, and they partner with you as your
operations achieve a global dimension.

Four robust security functions protect your
know-how.

Solidly guarded
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System Integrated Engineering Tool

Seamless software environment
A one-stop solution for engineering all your devices

Each development process is carried out with one tool
Setup and adjustments

Programming

Maintenance and control

System Integrated Engineering Tool

MPE720 Ver.7

Ethernet

MP3000 Series

MP2000 Series

MP2100

MP2200

MP2310

MP2300

MP2300S

MP2400

MP3200

MP3300

AC servo drives
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Inverter drives

I/O units

MPE720 Ver.7

All-in-one Engineering Tool for servo drives, inverters, and I/O units
With the MPE 720 Ver. 7 System Integrated Engineering Tool, the SigmaWin + AC servo drive
engineering tool, the DriveWizard Plus inverter support tool and IoWin I/O unit setting tool have been
integrated into a single software package.

AC servo drive
engineering tool
System Integrated Engineering Tool

MPE720 Ver.7

SigmaWin+

Inverter support tool

DriveWizard Plus

I/O unit setting tool

IoWin

Note: Contact your Yaskawa representative to request the MPE720 software package.

All the drive units engineered together
The drive units connected to a machine controller in the MP series via the network (MECHATROLINK) can be adjusted on the spot.
Problem

Solution

In an environment where the pulse trains and adjustment tools were not
integrated, each and every unit had to be adjusted and maintained separately.

By integrating the engineering environment, all the units
can now be adjusted and maintained in just the one place.
Ethernet

Problematic when units were in panels
or in remote locations.

One-stop solution to adjust
and to maintain all units
Fewer hours needed!
More labor saved!

Even when trouble has occurred, the status of the entire system can be ascertained at a glance,
allowing remedial action to be taken straight away.
Speedy remedial action by quickly
It’ s not clear where the alarm
occurred. Which axis?
It’ s not possible to immediately
pinpoint the cause.

Problem

Trouble

Solution

tracking down causes of alarms

Reduced
downtime!
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〉〉Setup

& Adjustments

All settings and monitoring of the system executed
together without referring to the manual

MC-Configurator

MC-Configurator

This executes all the system settings, parameter settings, and
monitoring of all the units. All the information can be controlled
together, making the entire system “visible.”

The mode can be changed here.

The parameter settings and monitoring
of the slave units are performed here.

The connected units and register allocation information, and other
design information of the entire system can be checked out here.

Automatic setup of entire systems from controller to servo drives
Using MC - Configurator, the setup of an entire system can be executed automatically. Setup is
accomplished from the controller to the servo drives easily just by connecting the power cables. This
can also be done using the DIP switches on the machine controller.
Problem

Solution
CPU

Module

Power
supply

Module
Module
There are so many names
and numbers for different
models that I can’ t
remember which is which.
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System configuration set automatically

MPE720 Ver.7

Execution of parameter settings and monitoring enabled for multiple axes simultaneously
The parameter settings and monitor windows of the drive units can be executed for a multiple number of axes simultaneously.
Establishing the settings for the entire system is a simple job, and comparing the monitors on an axis-by-axis basis is also easy.
Simultaneous
settings for more
than one axis e.g.
virtual axis, axis 1,
and axis 2.

Single display
for all settings and
monitor windows.

Single glance
to check status of
operations between
multiple axes in
monitor windows.

Select control mode
to view only

parameters in use.

Differences from one axis to another are plain to see
In a multiple-axis system, any differences in the
parameters for each of the axes can result in a
failure to achieve the intended operation.
What comes in handy in cases like this is the
comparing axes function. It enables differences
between axes to be spotted at a glance and the
time taken to check the settings to be significantly
reduced.

Comparing axes function: Differences in axes settings
appear in red to make it easier to check axis parameters.

All the operation statuses of the entire system displayed together
The operation statuses and error statuses
of the entire system can be checked out
on just the one window.
Improved visibility: View the operation status of
the entire system in one window.
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〉〉Setup

& Adjustments

Multiple axes adjusted simultaneously on multiple windows
to improve the efficiency of the servo adjustments

Multi-window servo
adjustment function

Adjustment work made more efficient by integrating the servo adjustment functions
The servo adjustment functions are integrated in MC-Configurator. Previously, the setup and adjustments
had to be done for each and every axis, whereas the adjustment work can now be accomplished on
multiple windows. This dramatically reduces the adjustment time and enhances efficiency.
Problem

Solution

Parameter checks, tracing, and monitoring of
each axis... what a hassle!

There’ s no need to connect or disconnect
tools. Setup adjustments and tracing can
be carried out while checking multiple axes.

Axis 1

Axis 2
Improved
time efficiency
Axis 3

Tool connection and disconnection time

Setup and adjustment time

Tracing and monitoring time

Adjustment work supported by a variety of adjustment functions
A wide variety of functions required for servo adjustments are provided, and these functions support
the adjustment work.
Tracing

Parameter setting

Axis 1
Axis 1

Axis 2

Axis 2

Multi-tasking

Program JOG

Parameter editing

Executed from

MC-Configurator
Axis 1

Tracing

Axis 2
Program JOG
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〉〉Setup

& Adjustments

Setup support functions

MPE720 Ver.7

Easy-to-understand setup using a wizard
(interactive method)

Axis setup wizard
The wizard allows everything from the axis setup to the adjustments to be done using graphical windows.

Setting the SERVOPACK parameters
Setting the fixed parameters
(machine specifications)
Advanced autotuning
Saving the settings

Axis test operation
Test operation after axis setup can be carried out by simple operations.
Controlled axis
selection and display
The axes to be test-operated are selected and displayed here.
Servo ON/Servo OFF
Turn the servomotor on and off here.

Alarms
The information on the alarms and warnings that have occurred
is displayed.

JOG operation
The specified SERVOPACK axes are rotated in the forward or
reverse direction at the specified speed.

Step operation
The specified SERVOPACK axes
are repeatedly operated here from
t h e i r c u r re n t p o s i t i o n a t t h e
s p e c i fi e d s p e e d a n d f o r t h e
specified travel distance.
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〉〉Programming

A choice of programming methods
Ladder

Motion

Efficiency improved by choosing the programming
method that works best for the user

New functions added to the programming methods
Ladder programming

Ladder Programming

Motion programming

Motion Programming

Features

Features

・A new user interface (UI) enables operations

・Positioning and interpolation instructions

to be undertaken easily by anybody.
・All types of control including position, speed,

torque, and phase control are supported.
・Arithmetic expressions in the ladders have

been made even simpler by boosting the
EXPRESSION instructions.

can be described using single instructions.
・Programs can be very easily edited using

expressions in a text format.
・ New variable programming can provide

PC-like programming.

This system is recommended for:

This system is recommended for:

・Users who are using a PLC

・Users of PC based devices and in-house

fabricated boards ( C language, BASIC
language)

Efficiency also improved by combining programs
Programs can be put together by combining ladder programs and motion programs.
<Ladder program>

MSEE

<Motion program>

Conveyance <1> program
MOV (X)100 (Y)200//point <1>
MOV (X)200 (Y)400//point <2>
Common motion
MOV (X)200 (Y)200//pattern <1>
IF MBxxxx01=1//conditional branching

MSEE

Axis path control
MVS (X)400 (Y)250//linear interpolation
MVS (X)250 (Y)250//circular interpolation
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What ladder programs do best is sequence control.
What motion programs do best is motion control.

Design efficiency is attained by combining the advantages
of both types of programs.

〉〉Programming

MPE720 Ver.7

Structured programming

Program modularization ensures labor
savings and standardization

Variable database
System setting
variables and user
variables can be
registered, and
the databases
can be used just
as the user wants.

Structuralization
Programs can be
structured on a function.

Easily understandable program design
Ladder programs can be easily designed on three
hierarchical levels, and motion programs can be
designed on an individual program basis. Groups
based on categories consisting of operation patterns or
based on processing timing can easily be put together.
Ladder program

Hierarchical levels and sorting
by program type are easy to
understand.
Motion program

Hours reduced further by labor-saving
and standardization functions
▶Libraries (user functions)

General-purpose programs, that are duplicated between
programs, can be registered as a library (user functions).
This obviates the need for duplicated programs and
reduces the number of design hours.
Duplicate programs
as library to save labor.
Operation

Operation library
(user functions)

Operation

Operation

Existing programs can be re-used
by dragging & dropping
Existing structured programs can easily be
re-used by dragging & dropping.
Existing program

Re-use existing program
New program

▶Variable databases

The MPE720 comes with system setting variables and user
variables that can be set exactly as the user wants. By
c re a t i n g p ro g r a m s t h a t u t i l i z e t h e s e v a r i a b l e s ,
standardization among different programs can be achieved.

Dragging & dropping
onto a program is also possible.

Program standardization
is achieved by user variables.
Notes :
1. The same user variables that have
been set can be re-used in other
programs using the transfer function.
2. Variables = Registers + comments
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〉〉Programming

Ease of viewing and ease of use
Programming that comes intuitively to anybody

Ladder programs
Ladder

Ladder editor
using new UI
Pane where the system
settings and programs
are executed

Debugging that uses
cross-referencing
and watch

Programming by dragging &
dropping icons for both axis
variables and ladder instructions

Ease of viewing and ease of use both enhanced significantly by adopting a new user interface
Use of a new user interface has dramatically improved ease of viewing and ease of use and slashed the programming time.
It makes a valuable contribution to displays that anybody would find easy to view and to a reduction in the number of hours
involved in creating programs only by touching the keys on a keyboard.

Editor

Easy viewing by everybody

Automatic horizontal and vertical sorting
Straightforward display of contact and coil
instructions.

30% more instructions displayed
The display format for the instruction words has been improved,
and number of instructions displayed has been increased by 30%.
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Straightforward cursor movements
The cursor can move intuitively thanks to the
use of a grid system.

All operand comments displayed
All the source and destination comments are
displayed.

MPE720 Ver.7

Programming support

With a more intuitive approach, anyone can do it well

Many different kinds of instruction input support
1 Mnemonic input

2 Direct input of instruction

NO contact: LD, A, AND
NC contact: LDB, LDI, LDNOT, B, ANI, etc.
: OUT, O
Output

STORE, ADD, ADDX, SUB, SUBX,
and other instructions can be input
directly.

Using the function keys, frequently
used contacts and branch instructions
can be created with the touch of a key.
F6 key = NC contact

NO contact: OR, NC contact: ORI

List of function keys

4 Function key input

F5 key = NO contact

3 Automatic parallel circuit input

F9 key = Branch insertion

Function key
Function
F4
Compile
F5
NO contact
F6
NC contact
F7
Coil
F8
Store
F9
Create branch
F10
Enter branch
F11
Release branch
Shift+F5
OR NO contact
Shift+F6
OR NC contact
Shift+F7
OR coil
Shift+F8 EXPRESSION instruction

Drag & drop input
Instructions from ladder
instruction lists or variables from
a variable database can be
input by dragging & dropping.
Even axis variables are auto matically created in the variable
database so programming is
easy without the need to keep
remembering complicated axis
addresses.

Drag & drop ladder instructions and complicated axis variables to intuitively
make settings without a manual.
Ladder instruction list
Variable database

Programming simply by touching the keys on the keyboard
Programs can be put together without the use of a
mouse simply by touching the keys on the keyboard.
Instruction

Enter key
ESC key

Register

Enter key

Easy customization
It ’ s also easy to set the fonts, colors, and so on. This
enables the optimum program environment to be achieved.

Comment

ESC key

Notes:
1. EXPRESSION instructions and line comments
can also be input using [Ctrl + Enter].
2. The editing mode can also be changed.
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〉〉Programming

EXPRESSION instructions
Ladder

Overcome difficulties of ladder programs
Complex operations are made easy with the EXPRESSION instructions

Only arithmetic
expressions or
combinations with ladder
circuits can be written.

Direct input of complex arithmetic expressions enabled
C language-like arithmetic expressions can be written directly. Even the kind of complex arithmetic expressions that
used to be hard to write in conventional ladder programs can now be easily written using the direct input function.
When writing arithmetic expressions in ladder programs

EXPRESSION instructions
make it easy to write complex
arithmetic expressions that were
hard to write in ladder programs.

When EXPRESSION instructions are used

Easily identifiable current value displays
The current values are displayed below the arithmetic
expressions so it is easy to monitor the results of the
operations and current parameter values.
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Current values shown under for easier

debugging.

MPE720 Ver.7

Further innovations in programming by adding the IF, FOR, and WHILE description functions
IF ( condition ) , FOR and WHILE ( repetition ) statements can now be written inside EXPRESSION
instructions to enable the execution of conditional expressions and repeat instructions, that posed
difficulties in ladder programs.
A text editor is used so programs can be copied & pasted, making it ideal for simple positioning and
interpolation programs.
Interlock and other execution conditions are created in ladder programs
Motion control, operations and other aspects not very amenable to
ladder programs are created using EXPRESSION instructions

Additional functions invaluable
when needing motions with conditional
statements and repetition.

Flexibility in program design with variable input
Variables can be input using EXPRESSION
instructions. This facilitates control, and makes
it possible to design programs flexibly.
Easier data operations and management
by inputting variables

Searches using cross-referencing now a possibility
The variables used in the EXPRESSION instructions*
can now be searched by cross- referencing when
debugging, for instance.

* : Refer to page 33 for a list of the EXPRESSION instructions.
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〉〉Programming

Motion programs
Motion

Easy positioning and interpolation
control with motion programs

Programming method
that can be written in
a text format

Up to 512 programs
can be created.
Debugging using
cross-referencing is
also possible.

One instruction for positioning and interpolation
Complex interpolation instructions can now be done using only one written instruction.
Instruction
MOV
MVS
MCW
MCC
ZRN

Description
Positioning
Linear interpolation
Circular interpolation, helical interpolation (clockwise)
Circular interpolation, helical interpolation (counterclockwise)
Zero point return

Wide range of input support functions for programming without referring to the manual
1

Newly created program with “END”

2

Select the instruction
language by using Input
Assistance. Set the
required parameters.

3
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Programming is still possible
even without an understanding
of the instruction language.
For more details:

Help

4

Input the [F1] key over “MVS.” The on-line help starts
up, and the applicable page is displayed automatically.

5

Copy & paste the
sample given, and use
it to best advantage.

6

If necessary,
modify the
pasted sample,
and proceed
with the
programming.

Inserted

Copy

MPE720 Ver.7

Variable programs
Variable programs, a new function in motion programs, enables programming that feels much closer to
using the C language or BASIC language.
■ Basic performance

No. of declarations : Max. 1000 declarations per program
Variable name length: Max. 255 bytes
Variable characters : Alphanumeric, underline
(no starting with numbers allowed)
■ Types of variables

Automatic variables
Register-specified variables
■ Constant variables (const)
■
■

Example

■ Data types
Type declaration

Data type

BOOL

Bit

WORD/SINT

1-word signed integer

LONG/DINT

2-word signed integer

QUAD/LONGLONG/LINT

4-word signed integer

FLOAT/REAL

Single-precision floating point

DOUBLE/LREAL

Double-precision floating point

ADDRESS

Address

Structure name

Structure

Use of variables (registers) and arrays with parameters enabled
Indirect assignment ( variables) or arrays ( subscripts i and j)
can be used with parameters.

Subscript
Index
i
ML10000 value

array

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Register

Value

ML20000
ML20002
ML20004
ML20006
ML20008
ML20010
ML20012
ML20014
ML20016
ML20018

100
300
500
510
300
100

Functions useful for debugging provided
Functions such as step-by-step program execution and
breakpoint settings are provided to simplify debugging.
① ②

③ ④ ⑤

⑥ ⑦

⑧

⑨

Explanation of icons on motion debugging toolbar
Debug mode

Starts the debug mode.

1

F1

2

Normal operation
F11
mode

Closes the debug mode and continuously
executes programs in the normal operation mode.

3

F8

Continuously executes the motion
program in the debug mode.

4

F10 Break

5

F2

Forced end

Forcibly cancels the execution of the motion program.

6

F4

Step-in

Executes one block. In the case of MSEE or
SSEE, it moves to the first line in the subprogram.

7

F5

Step-over

Executes one block. In the case of MSEE or
SSEE, it moves to the block after MSEE or
SSEE after the subprogram has been executed.

8

F6

Move execution start line Moves the execution start line (start point).

9

F7

Set/cancel
breakpoint

Execute

Temporarily stops the motion program that
is being executed in the debug mode.

Sets or cancels the breakpoints.
The breakpoints themselves are indicated
on the program display.
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〉〉Programming

Support functions
Programming support

Design hours reduced by bolstering
the program support functions

Cross-referencing

Register usage status now easily searched
The register usage status can be searched by cross-referencing. Simply by registering the target registers
using drag & drop, the entire contents of the program are searched, and the usage status are reported.

Drag & drop for simplified
register searches

Searches of duplicated registers as well

Invisible registers also searched

Even if the register type (B, W, F, L ) is different,
identical addresses are searched thoroughly and,
if any are found, they are output in the search
results as duplicated addresses.

Searches are now possible for registers that are
not shown but whose sizes are specified in the
SETW, MOVW, COPY, and other instructions.

Addresses
duplicated in
MW10 for MB100
and MB101

Example: SETW MW0 0 50
Search target→MW0 to MW49

Comment list

With only one click, view only registers used

Easy editing by importing and exporting

With just one click, view only registers used or
view all registers.

Register lists can be imported or exported, and editing
and management using Excel files are possible.
Export

Comment list
CSV files

Import
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〉〉Maintenance

& Management

MPE720 Ver.7

Supports visualization of big data with
expanded Maintenance Monitors

Maintenance monitors

Improved monitoring accuracy

NEW

Upgrade
Series AC Servo Drives to acquire various types
of data and allow the servo drives to be used more easily as
sensors. Monitoring the vast amounts of data automatically
extracted by SERVOPACKs (such as vibration, disturbance,
positioning, communication quality, and temperature data)
using the MPE 720 can be useful in predicting equipment
failures and monitoring aged deterioration.
Sensing Data Type of

Series

Use servo drives
as a sensor !

Series
Additional Sensing Data

Unit

Monitoring Maintenance
Existing
using Digital Monitoring
using MPE720
Operator

Vibration
monitor

Estimated vibration
Max. value of estimated
vibrational amplitude

min-1

Un10C
Un078

ー

Disturbance
monitor

Estimated disturbance torque (thrust)
Max. value of estimated disturbance torque (thrust) %
Min. value of estimated disturbance torque (thrust)

Un079
Un07A
Un07B

ー

Positioning
monitor

Setting time
Overshoot amount
Residual vibration frequency

Un105
0.1 ms
reference unit Un106
0.1 Hz
Un107

ー
ー
ー

ー

Un104
Un147

Applicable
Applicable

ー

Un174

Applicable

Un145
Un14E

ー

Classification

Control

AC Servo Drive

Communications Number of serial encoder communication errors
quality monitor
Number of MECHATROLINK communication errors times
Environment
Temperature
Servomotor overheating margin
˚C
monitor
Operational Operational
status monitor
status

Max. value of accumulated load
factor Overload margin

Improved analysis accuracy

%
0.01%

Applicable
Applicable
Applicable

Applicable

Logging data (image)
Date/Time

Torque reference
Speed reference/FB
Positioning reference/FB
ー

Installation environment
monitor (amplifier, motor)
Accumulated load ratio (10 s)
Power consumption,
regenerative/DB load ratio

NEW

Upgrade MP3000 Series Machine Controllers to allow
time stamps to be recognized from second units to μs
units (1/1,000,000th of a second). The MPE720 can use
these time stamps to accurately combine and display the
times for multiple items of logging data, which makes it
easier to perform data analysis and simplifies the process
of identifying the causes of failures when they occur.

No.

Data

SubSeconds
（0.01μs） MW0000 MW0001 GW0000 GW0002

0 yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 34512500 15544

1

49992 15544

1 yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 34525000 15545

2

49992 15545

2 yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 34537500 15546

3

49993 15546

3 yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 34550000 15547

4

49994 15547

4 yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 34562500 15548

5

49995 15548

5 yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 34575000 15549

6

49996 15549

Machine Controller
Series

Use data logging
function!

Machine
Controller

Logging data ＃1
Logging data ＃2
Logging data ＃3
t

Logging
file

Upper
equipment

Improve precision analysis by accurately
setting times for multiple logging data

Conventional Time stamp
time stamp
in μs units
(count by seconds)
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Status monitors

Easy monitoring of connected units
Downtime reduced

Axis operation monitor
Axis status display
The operation statuses of the axes (ready/servo
ON, alarms/warnings, distribution/positioning
completion, and motion commands ) can be
checked out on this monitor.
Monitor parameter display
The data of the monitor parameters that have
been set can be checked out on this display.
Select the parameters to be monitored from
the list or directly input the motion registers (I/O
registers only) and set them.

Axis alarm monitor
Status display
Up to 8 axes can be displayed on
each horizontal column, and the
ninth and subsequent axes are
displayed at the beginning again.
By selecting the circuit numbers,
the user can select whether to
display the monitor data so that
only the data of the axes required
Switching between displayed and not displayed is possible here.
will be displayed.

Speedy action taken to deal with trouble
The action to take when an alarm or warning
has occurred can be taken with all due speed
from any of the monitor windows.
If an icon is clicked, the details of the error can
be checked, and the alarm can be cleared
without programming.
There are also links to the on - line help so
speedy troubleshooting can be carried out.
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Axis operation monitor

Axis alarm monitor
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MPE720 Ver.7

Real-time tracing of execution status
Minor changes easily found

Tracing

By displaying the position data of two axes (X axis and Y axis)
as a graph, the paths of the two axes can be analyzed visually.

X-Y tracing

Real-time tracing

Up to 16 registers can be
analyzed in real time.

Using a 3-step setting procedure, anyone can easily initiate tracing
Just by following the setting procedure step by step,
tracing is possible without having to refer to the manual.
Trace data setting

Sampling & trigger setting

The registers to be traced are displayed
by category for easy selection.

Conditions for initiating the trace can
be set by one of four methods.

Trace data displayed as a list
The trace data displayed on the graph can be
displayed as a list.

Trace start

Upgraded data analysis functions
The scale and units of the traced data can be changed
and the data can be divided up and displayed, for
example, that comes in handy when the data is analyzed.
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Robust security to prevent unauthorized
appropriation of know-how

Security functions

Several kinds of powerful functions to prevent unauthorized access
Security functions stand guard to block off multiple possible entry points including programs, projects, controllers, and users.
Unauthorized access
prevention function

Description

Effect

Users

User management

Management and limit of a user attempting
to access the controller

Unauthorized access from the
unauthorized user is prevented.

Controller

On-line security

The password setting for accessing the controller

Unauthorized access to
the controller is prevented.

Project files

Project password

The password setting for accessing the project files

Unauthorized access to the
project files is prevented.

Programs

Program password

The password setting for accessing the programs

Unauthorized access to
the programs is prevented.

Possible entry point

All security functions managed together on a file-by-file basis
Levels of privilege for reading data from and writing data in the files can be established to control access to the files.
“H06” file privilege

To open the H06 file, the user must have read privilege
level 5 or above. To edit and save the H06 file, the user
must have write privilege level 6 or above.

Control of access using passwords
Passwords can be set for entire project files or for individual programs.
By setting the password ahead of time
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Access can be confined to only those individuals
who know the password.

〉〉Maintenance

& Management

Data management functions

MPE720 Ver.7

Work hours drastically cut by
simple operations throughout

All the application data managed in one file
All the application data of the system can be managed together in one file.
Standard Windows functions
are used to manage the data.
・Data can be managed in any
folder configuration.
・The system data can be copied
(by copy & paste).

.YMW7 file
MP3000 and MP2000 series
machine controller

It is easy to share the data.

・ Data can be moved to or copied

onto another PC via a network.

Portability is improved.

・ Data can easily be sent over the

Internet (as e-mails, etc.)

Σ series

servo drives

Inverter

I/O

(Unauthorized access can be prevented using
the security functions.)

Program files can be copied by dragging & dropping
The program files are displayed in hierarchical levels, and they can be moved or copied by dragging & dropping.

Well-thought-out display configuration for ease of use
・ Tree displays and simple operations, that are similar

to Windows Explorer, achieved
・ Simple searches using “program name + program
comment” displays
・ Visual identification using different icons for different programs

Simple operations identical to standard operations in Windows
(using the keyboard and mouse)

・ Program windows displayed by double-clicking the mouse
・ Programs easily copied using standard operations in Windows
・ Copying & pasting of multiple programs together
・ Copying & pasting onto other project files as well

Number of development hours
dramatically reduced
by program copying & pasting
Operation is straightforward, and the
powerful security functions prevent the
unauthorized appropriation of know - how
for peace of mind.
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Support Tools
A variety of support tools can be selected to suit the circumstances in which they will be used.

Middleware simplifies the communications setup between controllers and your personal computer

MPScope

MPScope is the middleware for communications between MP3000 and MP2000 Series Machine Controllers and the
host computer. With MPScope, you can easily add a function to application programs ( Visual Basic or Visual C ++) on
the host computer to enable access to the registers and table data on the controller.

Main Functions
Simplified Settings for Communications

Easy Programming

Communications with machine controllers can be easily set with MPScope’s function.
Special knowledge or complicated programs are not required.
Before
Communication parameters were set
in application programs.
When the setting was changed, the
application programs also had to be
changed.

All the registers and table data for
MP 3000 and MP 2000 Series Machine
Controllers can be easily read and written.
Just install MPScope in the host computer
and add the register operation function to
the application program.

Now with MPScope…
Communication parameters can be set with
MPScope.
You only need to specify the file name and the
connection number in the application program.
Even if the setting is changed, the application
programs do not have to be changed.

For Loading Application Program

1

Start an integrated development
environment, such as Visual C ++, on
the host computer running MPScope.

2

Add the function for machine-controller
register operations to the program.

MPLoader, data
transfer tool for
machine controllers

MPLoader

MPLoader is a data transfer tool that can be used to easily update the application program of machine
controllers in the MP3000 and MP2000 Series without using the MPE720.
Functions such as system configuration definition, programming, and monitoring are not provided so that the
original application program is secure and will not be overwritten.

Main Functions
For Simplified Loading
The application program can
be easily loaded to a machine
controller if MPLoader is installed
on your PC.

For Compressed and
Non-compressed Data

For Machine Controllers
in the MP3000 and
MP2000 Series

M P L o a d e r c a n b e u s e d t o d e c o m p re s s a
compressed MAL file and load the data to the
controller. Also, it can be used to batch load
non-compressed PLC files. Data can be compressed
as MAL files with MPE720 Ver.5.10 or later.

MPLoader can be used in a
system that has different
models of machine controllers
from the MP series.
MPE720

Program Provider

User

(Ver5.10 or later)

2

1
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Compress
file

Send file as by
mail attachment, etc.

MP3000
MP2000
4

Load file to controller

MPLoader

3

Decompress
the file

For Self-extraction and Automatic Transmission of Application Data

MPLoadMaker
Main Functions

Features

MPLoadMaker is a tool that is used to create an auto
transfer data (Auto_MPL) with applications* for MP3000
and MP2000 Series Machine Controllers. When a CD-ROM
containing the newly created data (Auto_MPL) is inserted in
the PC (target PC) connected to the machine controllers,
Auto_MPL will automatically decompress, open the
application file, and send the data to the target controllers.
Applicable to MAL files (application files compressed as MAL files by
* : MPE
720 version 5) and YMW files (MPE720 version 6 work files).

Transfer of application data is possible even when the
target PC does not have an application transfer tool
(MPE720 version 5/version 6).
A single CD - ROM can be used to automatically
transfer application data to several machine controllers.
Because the Auto_MPL function is limited only to
decompression and transfers, the application data
cannot be erroneously edited on the target PC.

PC for Software
Development

Target PC

Write Auto_MPL
onto a CD-ROM.

Insert the CD
in the drive.
Serial/Ethernet/USB Communications

Auto_MPL automatically
decompresses,
opens the application file,
and sends the data.

MPLoadMaker
Create an auto transfer data (Auto_MPL)
with an MP3000 and MP2000 application.
Note: MPLoadMaker does not have a function
to write CD-ROMs.
A CD burner and a driver are necessary.

MP3000 and MP2000 Series Machine Controllers
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Software Specifications
Hardware and Software Requirements（Ver.7.37 or higher）
CPU

1 GHz or more recommended (manufactured by Intel or other companies)

Memory

1 GB or more recommended*
700 MB or more (includes standard workspace memory after installation of MPE720)

Free Hard Disk Space
CD Drive

Resolution: 1280 × 800 pixels or more recommended
1 (only for installation)

Communication Port

Ethernet, PCI Express, PCI, USB, RS-232C

OS

Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 7 (32-bit, 64-bit)

.NET Environment

.NET Framework 4.5 or .NET Framework 4.6

Languages Supported

English, Japanese

Display

*

: Expand memory if other application programs are run simultaneously with MPE720 on the same computer.
Performance may be slow due to the use of memory by multiple application programs that are run simultaneously.

Functions
Items
Programming

Specifications
Ladder programs (ladder language)
Motion programs (motion language)
Text format programming (position teaching)

Variables, Comments
Search, Replace

Variable database management
System and user variables, axis variables, input/output variables, global variables, system and user structures
Cross-reference searches, instruction searches, character string and comment searches
Register replacement, character string and comment replacement
Register lists
Watch

Monitor

Adjustment panel
Axis operation monitor
Axis alarm monitor
Operation control panel
Real-time tracing

Tracing

X-Y tracing
Trace manager
Data logging

MC-Configurator

Module configuration definitions (unit, module, slave allocation)
Module detail definitions (system settings, communication settings, etc.)
Parameter editing (fixed, setting, monitor, servo, distributed I/O, etc.)
Servo adjustments (setup, test operation, tuning)
Inverter adjustments (setup)
Vision adjustments

Security Functions

Project file security
Program security (ladder programs, motion programs)
On-line security (access limited to users with specific levels of authority)
User management

Servicing and
Maintenance

Status list

Project Conversion

Conversion of MP2000 project into MP3000 project
Language switching (between Japanese and English)

System
Remote Engineering
Electronic Cam Tool
Help

Maintenance monitor setting function

Modem connection
RAS server connection
Electronic cam data generation
On-line manual help (help for instructions, operations)
Version information
Preview

Printing

Program
Cross reference

Customized Functions
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Editor
Toolbar

Instructions for Motion Programs
Type

Axis Setting
Instructions

Instruction
ABS
lNC
ACC
DCC
SCC
VEL
FUT
FMX
lFP
IUT
IFMX
lAC
lDC
IDH
ACCMODE
MOV
MVS
MCW

Axis
Movement
Instructions

Axis Control
Instructions

MCC
ZRN
DEN
SKP
MVT
EXM
POS
MVM
PLD
PFN
lNP
PFP
PLN

Function
Type
Absolute Mode
Incremental Mode
Change Acceleration Time
Vision
Instructions
Change Deceleration Time
Change S-curve Time Constant
Set Speed
Select Interpolation Feed Speed Units
Set Maximum Interpolation Feed Speed
Set Interpolation Feed Speed Ratio
Select Interpolation Accel/
decel Units
Set Maximum Interpolation
Feed Speed per axis
Change Interpolation Acceleration Time Program
Change Interpolation Deceleration Time Control
Change Interpolation Deceleration Instructions
Time for Temporary Stop
Set Interpolation Acceleration/
Deceleration Mode
Positioning
Linear Interpolation
Clockwise: Circular Interpolation,
Helical Interpolation
Counterclockwise: Circular
Interpolation, Helical Interpolation
Zero Point Return
Position after Distribution
Skip Function
Set-time Positioning
External Positioning
Other Control
Instructions
Set Current Position
Move on Machine Coordinates
Update Program Current Position
In-Position Check
In-Position Range
Positioning Completed Check
Coordinate Plane Setting

Instruction
VCAPI
VCAPS
VFIL
VANA
VRES
lF, ELSE, lEND
WHlLE, WEND
WHILE, WENDX
PFORK, JOlNTO,
PJOlNT
SFORK, JOlNTO,
SJOlNT
MSEE
UFC
END
RET
TlM
TIM1MS
lOW
EOX
SNGD/
SNGE
=
+, -, , /, MOD
++
-|, ^, &, !
SIN, COS, TAN,
ASN, ACS, ATAN,
SQRT, BIN, BCD
==, <>, >, <,
>=, <=
SFR, SFL, BLK,
CLR, ASCII
SETW
( ), S{ }, R{ }

*

Function
Image Capture
Image Capture (With
External Trigger Signal Sync)
Pre-Processing
Image Analysis
Analysis Acquisition
Branching
Repetition
Repetition with One Scan Wait
Parallel Execution
Selective Execution
Call Subprogram
User Function
Program End
Subprogram Return
Dwell Time (10ms)
Dwell Time (1ms)
I/O Variable Wait
One Scan Wait
Disable Single-block Signal (SNGD)
and Enable Single-block Signal (SNGE)
Substitution
Numeric operations
Extended Add
Extended Subtract
Logic operations
Basic functions
Numeric comparison
Data manipulation
Table Initialization
Others

: New instructions for MP3000 series

Instructions for Sequence Programs
Type
Control
Instructions
Sequence
Control
Instructions

Instruction
SSEE
FUNC
PON
NON
TON

Function
Sequence program call
User function call
Rising pulse
Falling pulse
Turn On Delay timer (10ms)

Type
Sequence
Control
Instructions

Instruction
TON1MS
TOF
TOF1MS

Function
Turn On Delay timer (1ms)
Turn OFF Delay timer (10ms)
Turn OFF Delay timer (1ms)

: New instructions for MP3000 series

Instructions for Ladder Programs
Type

Relay Circuit
Instructions

Instruction
NOC
ONP-NOC
OFFP-NOC
NCC
ONP-NCC
OFFP-NCC
TON〔1 ms〕
TOFF〔1 ms〕
TON〔10 ms〕
TOFF〔10 ms〕

Function
NO Contact
Rising-edge NO Contact
Falling-edge NO Contact
NC Contact
Rising-edge NC Contact
Falling-edge NC Contact
1-ms ON-Delay Timer
1-ms OFF-Delay Timer
10-ms ON-Delay Timer
10-ms OFF-Delay Timer

Type

Relay Circuit
Instructions

Instruction
TON〔1 s〕
TOFF〔1 s〕
ON-PLS
OFF-PLS
COIL
REV-COIL
ONP-COIL
OFFP-COIL
S-COlL
R-COlL

Function
1-s ON-Delay Timer
1-s OFF-Delay Timer
Rising-edge Pulses
Falling-edge Pulses
Coil
Reverse Coil
Rising-edge Detection Coil
Falling-edge Detection Coil
Set Coil
Reset Coil

: New instructions for MP3000 series
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Instructions for Ladder Programs (Cont’ d)
Type

Numeric
Operation
Instructions

Logic
Operation
Instructions

Instruction
STORE
ADD（+）
ADDX（++）
SUB（-）
SUBX（−）
MUL（x）
DlV（÷）
MOD
REM
lNC
DEC
TMADD
TMSUB
SPEND
lNV
COM
ABS
BlN
BCD
PARlTY
ASCll
BlNASC
ASCBlN
AND
OR
XOR
＜
≦

=
≠
≧
＞

Program
Control
Instructions

Basic
Function
Instructions
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RCHK
SEE
MSEE
FUNC
lNS
OUTS
XCALL
WHlLE
END_WHlLE
FOR
END_FOR
lF
END_lF
lF
ELSE
END_lF
EXPRESSlON
SQRT
SlN
COS
TAN
ASlN
ACOS
ATAN
EXP
LN
LOG

Function
Store
Add
Extended Add
Subtract
Extended Subtract
Multiply
Divide
Integer Remainder
Real Remainder
Increment
Decrement
Add Time
Subtract Time
Spend Time
Invert Sign
Oneʼs Complement
Absolute Value
Binary Conversion
BCD Conversion
Parity Conversion
ASCII Conversion 1
ASCII Conversion 2
ASCII Conversion 3
AND
Inclusive OR
Exclusive OR
Less Than
Less Than or Equal
Equal
Not Equal
Greater Than or Equal
Greater Than
Range Check
Call Sequence Subprogram
Call Motion Program
Call User Function
Direct Input String
Direct Output String
Call Extended Program

Type

Data
Manipulation
Instructions

DDC
Instructions

Table
Manipulation
Instructions

FOR construct
WHILE construct
IF construct
IF-ELSE construct
Numerical expressions
Square Root
Sine
Cosine
Tangent
Arc Sine
Arc Cosine
Arc Tangent
Exponential
Natural Logarithm
Common Logarithm

Standard
System
Function
Instructions

Instruction
ROTL
ROTR
MOVB
MOVW
XCHG
SETW
BEXTD
BPRESS
BSRCH
SORT
SHFTL
SHFTR
COPYW
BSWAP
DZA
DZB
LlMlT
Pl
PD
PlD
LAG
LLAG
FGN
lFGN
LAU
SLAU
PWM
TBLBR
TBLBW
TBLSRL
TBLSRC
TBLCL
TBLMV
QTBLR
QTBLRl
QTBLW
QTBLWl
QTBLCL
COUNTER
FlNFOUT
FLASH-OP
TRACE
DTRC-RD
lTRC-RD
MSG-SND
MSG-SNDE
MSG-RCV
MSG-RCVE
lCNS-WR
lCNS-RD
MLNK-SVW
MLNK-SVR
MOTREG-W
MOTREG-R
IMPORT/
IMPORTL
EXPORT/
EXPORTL

Function
Bit Rotate Left
Bit Rotate Right
Move Bit
Move Word
Exchange
Table Initialization
Byte-to-word Expansion
Word-to-byte Compression
Binary Search
Sort
Bit Shift Left
Bit Shift Right
Copy Word
Byte Swap
Dead Zone A
Dead Zone B
Upper/Lower Limit
PI Control
PD Control
PID Control
First-order Lag
Phase Lead Lag
Function Generator
Inverse Function Generator
Linear Accelerator/Decelerator 1
Linear Accelerator/Decelerator 2
Pulse Width Modulation
Read Table Block
Write Table Block
Search Table Row
Search Table Column
Clear Table Block
Move Table Block
Read Queue Table
Read Queue Table with Pointer Increment
Write Queue Table
Write Queue Table with Pointer Increment
Clear Queue Table Pointer
Counter
First-in First-out
Flash memory operation
Trace
Read Data Trace
Inverter trace read
Send Message
Send Message (Extension)
Receive Message
Receive Message (Extension)
Inverter constant write
Inverter constant read
SERVOPACK constant write
SERVOPACK constant read
Motion register write
Motion register read
Import
Export

: New instructions for MP3000 series

EXPRESSION instructions
Type

Arithmetic
Operators

Logical
Operators

Comparison
Operators

Assignment
Operator

Symbol

Function

Type

Addition

++
-

Extended Add
Subtraction

--

Extended Subtract

SQRT

SIN_W

/

*

Division

&
|

AND instruction (bit operation)
OR instruction (bit operation)

^

Exclusive OR instruction (bit operation)

&&

AND instruction

SIN

COS_W
COS

<

Less than

<=

Less than or equal

==

Equal

!=

Not equal

>=

Greater than or equal

>

Greater than

Program
Control
Instructions

・・・

WEND

Square root
instructions
Sine instructions
(real number
operations)
Cosine instructions
(real number
operations)
Tangent instruction

ASIN_W
ASIN

ASIN_F

ACOS

Arc sine instruction
Arc cosine instruction

ATAN_W
ATAN

ATAN_F
ATAN_D

ABS

Store instruction

Fixed count repetition
control

FEND
WHILE <conditional expression>

TAN

Function

ASIN_D

FOR <variable> = <initial value>
・・・

COS_F
COS_D

!

TO <final value> STEP <step value>

SIN_F
SIN_D

Basic
OR instruction
Function
Logical NOT instruction Instructions

=

SQRT_F
SQRT_D

Multiplication

||

Symbol
SQRT_W

+

Pre-tested repetition
control

IF <B register operation
conditional expression>

Conditional branching

ELSE

Conditional branching (2)

Cast
Operators

Arc tangent
instructions
(real number operation)
Absolute value instruction

EXP

Exponential instruction

LN

Natural logarithm instruction

LOG
(WORD)

Common logarithm instruction

(LONG)

long

(QUAD)

quad

(FLOAT)

float

(DOUBLE)

double
Float-type operation specification
Double-type operation specification

word

FTYPE
DTYPE

: New instructions for MP3000 series

Electronic Cam Data Generation Tool
Items

Data
Generation

Specifications
Cam curves can be selected from:
・Straight line

・Parabolic

・Simple harmonic

・Cycloid

・Modified trapezoid

・Modified sine

・Modified constant velocity

・Asymmetrical cycloid

・Asymmetrical modified trapezoid

・Trapecloid

・Single-dwell cycloid m=1

・Single-dwell cycloid m=2/3

・Single-dwell modified trapezoid m=1

・Single-dwell ferguson trapezoid

・Single-dwell modified trapezoid m=2/3

・Single-dwell modified sine

・Single-dwell trapecloid

・No-dwell simple harmonic

・No-dwell modified trapezoid

・No-dwell modified constant velocity

・NC2 curve

・Free-form curve

・Inverted trapecloid

・Paired strings

・Inverted paired strings

Data Editing

Data graph: Parameter setting, style setting, graph data editing
Data list: Insert, delete, etc.

Data Transfer

Control graph display: Displacement data, speed data, acceleration data, jerk data, graph comparison
Cam data file is transferred to registers (M or C)

Ordering Reference
Classification
System Integrated Engineering Tool

Name
MPE720 Ver.7

Communication Middleware

MPScope

Data Transfer Tool

MPLoader

Automatic Compression/Transfer Tool

MPLoadMaker

Model
CPMC-MPE780D
CPMC-MPS700

Qty

CPMC-MPL700C
CPMC-MPL710

Note: Only one license is provided for each product, so only one set can be installed on one personal computer.
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Product Information
Machine Controller MP2300S/2310

Startup Guide

First time? Don’ t worry!
This guide outlines what to do with simple explanations.
The steps are explained so that even users using the MP 2300S/2310 machine controllers for the first time
can easily construct a system.
Programming and operations are easy with sample positioning programs.
Contact your Yaskawa representative for the guide.

Machine Controller MP2300S/2310

Startup Guide
MECHATROLINK-Ⅱ

Machine Controller MP2300S/2310

MPE720 Ver.7

Startup Guide

INVERTER
LEARNING
PROGRAM & OPERATION
TEST
PARAMETER

(MECHATROLINK-II ) MPE720 Ver.7

SET UP
CONNECTION
START

LITERATURE No. SIEPC88076100

For entire positioning systems!
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1

Introduction

2

Installation and wiring

3

Setting up machine controllers

4

Parameters settings

5

Test operation

6

Operations with Sample programs

7

Program details

e-Mecha Site

(http://www.e-mechatronics.com/en/)

To see details on Yaskawa’ s controllers, click Controllers on Yaskawa’ s Products and Technical Information website.
Users can download catalogs, manuals, and dimensional drawings from the e-mechatronics web site.
Note: Users must register as members to use some of these documents.

MP3200 product information of e-Mecha site

Third-party Trademarks in this Catalog
Ethernet is a trademark of Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.
Intel is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
PCI Express is a trademark of PCI-SIG.
Pentium is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
This catalog may contain other proprietary names and copyright notices.
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